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About The Buenos Aires Shoah Museum, the only of its kind in Latin America, 
serves as a museum, memorial and moral reminder by telling the story 
of the Holocaust and its impact in Argentina and wider South America.
The museum is supported through the Holocaust Memorial Foundation 
and was declared a ‘Site of Cultural Interest’ by the city of Buenos Aires 
in 2006.

Activities Permanent exhibition. It also hosts temporary exhibits from around the 
world of high educational and reflexive value.  The Museum addresses 
young people, educators, researchers and communicators aiming at 
creating an awareness of the consequences of racism and xenopho-
bia, at teaching respect to the one who is different. It honors the Shoah 
victims with remembrance and the survivors with the continuity of the 
transmission.

Philosophy Under the slogan, ‘To remember is to avoid repeating history’ the foun-
dation’s mission is to keep the memory of the Holocaust present, honor 
those lost and to serve as a poignant reminder of the atrocities that can 
stem from racism and xenophobia.
Each display attempts to exercise memory in a way that will make 
transmission easier, by using texts, objects and testimonial documents, 
so that its knowledge will help preventing sinister racist resurgence and 
neo Nazi demonstrations. It is a living testimony of history and calls 
upon homage and remembrance, to help the knowledge of the historic 
reality and to strengthen societys’ democratic and pluralistic convicti-
ons.

Type Non profit / Museum

Website http://www.museodelholocausto.org.ar/ 

Internship: Translator at the Holocaust Museum

The Buenos Aires Holocaust Museum keeps alive the Memory of the 
Shoah. For this purpose, a vast program of cultural and educational 
activities has been developed. 

Your Tasks Translation of articles etc. from German/English or other European lan-
guages into Spanish.

Your Profile • Interested in Jewish History
• Computer skills
• Knowledge of English, German (C1) and Spanish (B2)

Duration All year long (except December - Februrary)

Financing Opportunity to apply for the PROMOS scholarship. 
Information: https://www.uni-potsdam.de/international/outgoing/finan-
zen/promos.html

Application Please fill out our online application form and upload your application 
documents (CV & letter of motivation, in English and/or Spanish) there 
as well:
https://potsdam.moveon4.de/form/5c3867be85fb96217f56346a/deu  

Bei Fragen wenden Sie sich gerne an: 
auslandspraktikum@uni-potsdam.de
Tel.: +49 (0)331 977-1635
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